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Abstract. In this paper we present the AmuS database of about three
hours worth of data related to amused speech recorded from two males
and one female subjects and contains data in two languages French and
English. We review previous work on smiled speech and speech-laughs.
We describe acoustic analysis on part of our database, and a perception
test comparing speech-laughs with smiled and neutral speech. We show
the efficiency of the data in AmuS for synthesis of amused speech by
training HMM-based models for neutral and smiled speech for each voice
and comparing them using an on-line CMOS test.
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1 Introduction

Recognition and synthesis of emotion or affective states are core goals of affective
computing. Much research in these areas deals with several emotional or affective
states as members of a category of human expressions – grouping diverse states
such as anger, happiness and stress together. The emotive states are either con-
sidered as discrete classes [27,33] or as continuous values in a multidimensional
space [1,31], or as dynamically changing processes over time. Such approaches
are understandable and legitimate as the goal in most cases is to build a single
system that can deal with several of the emotional expressions displayed by users.

However, such approaches often require the same features to be extracted
from all classes for modeling purposes. Emotional states vary greatly in their
expression, and in how they manifest in different subjects, posing difficulties in
providing uniform feature sets for modeling a range of emotions – for example,
happiness can be expressed with laughs, which can be a periodic expressions
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with a certain rhythm, while disgust is usually expressed with continuous non-
periodic expressions. Some studies focused on a single emotion such as stress [18]
and amusement [12], with the aim to build a model of one emotional state. In
this study, we explore the expression of amusement through the audio modality.

Limiting models to audio cues has several advantages. Speech and vocaliza-
tion are fundamental forms of human communication. Audio is easier and less
computationally costly to collect, process, and store than other modalities such
as video or motion capture. Many applications rely on audio alone to collect user
spoken and affective information. Conversational agents in telephony or other
‘hands/eyes free’ platforms use audio to “understand” and interact with the user.
Many state-of-the-art robots such as NAO cannot display facial expressions, and
rely on audio features to express affective states.

Amusement is very frequently present in human interaction, and therefore
data are easy to collect. As amusement is a positive emotion, collection is not as
complicated as the collection of more negative emotions such as fear or disgust,
for ethical reasons. In addition, the ability to recognize amusement can be very
useful in monitoring user satisfaction or positive mood.

Amusement is often expressed through smiling and laughter, common ele-
ments of our daily conversations which should be included in human-agent inter-
action systems to increase naturalness. Laugher accounts for a significant pro-
portion of conversation – an estimated 9.5% of total spoken time in meetings
[30]. Smiling is very frequent, to the extent that smiles have been omitted from
comparison studies as they were so much more prevalent than other expres-
sions [6].

Laughter and smiling have different social functions. Laughter is more likely
to occur in company than in solitude [19], and punctuates rather than inter-
rupts speech [37]; it frequently occurs when a conversation topic is ending [3],
and can show affiliation with a speaker [20], while smiling is often used to express
politeness [22]. In amused speech, both smiling and laughter can occur together
or independently. As with laughter, smiling can be discerned in the voice when
co-occurring with speech [8,40]. The phenomenon of laughing while speaking
is sometimes referred to as speech-laughs [43], smiling while speaking has been
called smiling voice [36,42], speech-smiles [25] or smiled speech [14]. As listeners
can discriminate amused speech based on the speech signal alone [29,42], the per-
ception of amused speech must be directly linked to these components and thus
to parameters which influence them, such as duration and intensity. Mckeown
and Curran showed an association between laughter intensity level and humor
perception [32]. This suggests that the intensity level of laughter and, by exten-
sion, of all other amused speech components may be a particularly interesting
parameter to consider in amused speech.

In this paper we present the AmuS database, intended for use as a resource
for the analysis and synthesis of amused speech, and also for purposes such
as amusement intensity estimation. AmuS is publicly and freely available for
research purposes, and can be obtained from the first author1. It contains several

1 AmuS is available at: http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/∼elhaddad/AmuS/.

http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/~elhaddad/AmuS/
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amused speech components from different speakers and in different languages
(English and French) in sufficient quantity for corpus-based statistically robust
studies. The database contains recorded sentences of actors producing smiled
speech along with corresponding neutrally pronounced speech (i.e., with no spe-
cific emotion expressed) as well as laughter and speech-laughs from some of these
speakers adequate for analysis and synthesis. The difference from previous work
on the topic is, to the best of our knowledge, the quantity and nature of material
provided.

We also describe the following experiments, which demonstrate the efficiency
of the AmuS database for different problems:

– Acoustic study of smiled speech data from AmuS and comparison of results
with previous findings.

– On-line perception tests, comparing speech-laughs, smiled speech and neutral
sentences in terms of the arousal intensity scale.

– Evaluation results of HMM-based amused speech synthesis systems trained
with the AmuS data.

Below we briefly review the characteristics of smiled speech and speech-
laughs, outline the recording protocols we employed and describe the database of
recordings. Finally, we present and discuss results of the acoustic study carried
out on the recordings and results of the perception and evaluation experiments.

2 Motivations and Contributions

For the purposes of this study, we classify amused speech into two categories,
smiled speech and speech-laughs, although finer distinctions are possible.

Smiled Speech. As an emotional expression, when it co-occurs with speech, smil-
ing is formed not only by labial spreading but also by additional modifications of
the vocal tract. Lasarcyk and Trouvain [29] conducted a perception test asking
participants to rate the “smiliness” of vowels synthesized using an articulatory
synthesizer. These were synthesized by modifying three parameters: lip spread-
ing, fundamental frequency and the larynx length. The vowels synthesized by
modifying all three parameters were perceived as most “smiley”. In previous
work, amused smiled speech was perceived as more amused than synthesized
neutral or spread-lips speech, and the synthesized spread-lips sentences were
also perceived as more amused than the synthesized neutral sentences [12]. This
suggests that simply spreading the lips can give an impression of amusement.
In earlier studies, Tartter found that recorded spread-lips sentences were indeed
perceived as “smiled” [40]. Thus, although several factors contribute to emo-
tional smiled speech, spreading the lips while speaking can play a strong role in
its expression.

Smiled speech has also been studied at the acoustic level, with emphasis
on analysis of the fundamental frequency (f0) and the first three formants (F1,
F2, F3). f0 was found to be higher in smiled than neutral vowels in several
studies [2,16,28,40]. Emond et al. and Drahota et al. also compared mean f0, f0
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height and f0 range but did not find any systematic change between non-smiled
and smiled recorded speech [8,14]. In these two studies, they compared whole
sentences rather than isolated vowels or short words. However, after perception
tests using these same sentences were performed, both works reported a certain
correlation or relationship between f0 increase and perception of smiling.

Several acoustic studies show that the modification of the vocal tract caused
by smiling during speech affects formant frequencies [8,12,16,29,38,40,42],
although this effect varies somewhat from one study to another. Several authors
[2,8,16,38,40,41] report higher F2 in smiled than non-smiled speech. In addition,
in work dealing with smiled speech in which the speaker was asked not to express
any specific positive emotion while smiling was not reported to be subject to any
spread-lips stimuli, authors reported a less important or even absent increase of
F1 [12,16,38,40]. Barthel and Quené [2] used naturalistic data of dyadic conver-
sations, in the form of spontaneous smiles by speakers, to acoustically compare
smiled and neutral utterances. They report increases in the first three formants
but only obtained significant results for F2 and for rounded vowels. In [42], a
comparison was made between smiled and non-smiled data in a dataset of nat-
urally occurring conversation. An increase in F3 was reported from neutral to
smiled speech data, as well as an average increase of formants for rounded vowels.
Drahota et al. [8] also used conversational data for their study of different kinds
of smile, where they compared the distance between mean formant values for
smiled and neutral speech, e.g. F2-F1 for smiled speech compared versus F2-F1
neutral speech, instead of differences in formant height for smiled speech and
neutral speech. They report that the more times a speaker is perceived as not
smiling, the larger the difference F3-F2. In a previous study, we found variation,
in the form of increase and decrease in both F1 and F2 values, for amused smiled
speech with a greater effect on F2 [12].

The work cited above leads to several conclusions. f0 is reported as higher
in smiled than neutral speech or to be an important parameter of smiled speech
perception. Lip spreading predominantly affects F2 and has no or little effect on
F1. Relationships between formants (such as their distance) should be consid-
ered as potentially important parameters for discriminating smiled from neutral
speech. Finally, vocal tract deformation in smiled speech varies in different ways
depending on context and speaker.

Smile detection or recognition systems often form part of a multi-class emo-
tion classification system (smile would then be associated to positive emotions
such as happiness) [24], and are also found in facial detection systems rather than
systems based on audio features [23]. Recognition has been largely based on fea-
ture extraction for later classification [15]. The latest works on recognition using
audio cues rely on feature learning systems using the power of deep learning to
learn an internal representation of raw data with respect to a given task [17].

Smiled speech synthesis is generally reported in the literature as part of a
voice adaptation or voice conversion system aiming to generate different emotions
[46]. Among the very few studies on smiled speech synthesis is the articulatory
synthesis approach of Lasarcyk and Trouvain [29], which only considers smiled
(but not specifically amused) vowels.
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The scarcity of work related to amused or even smiled speech is probably
due to the lack of relevant data and the complexity of collecting it. Several
databases containing emotional speech exist, such as [4,5]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, these databases contain smiled speech related to happiness
or joy rather than amusement, and thus might not be representative of amused
smiled speech. For analysis and tasks like voice conversion it is very useful to have
utterances expressed in a certain emotion (in this case amused smiled speech)
and as neutral utterances; especially if the pairs came from the same speaker.
Such data can be found in [4] (again for happy and not precisely amused smiled
speech), but the amount for a single speaker might not be sufficient for current
systems data requirements.

We have collected a database of amused smiled speech and corresponding
neutral speech sentences from different speakers (male and female) in English
and French. This database contains enough data for analysis and for use in
machine learning-based systems. For a deeper understanding of amused smiled
speech we also recorded corresponding spread-lips data.

Speech-Laughs. Speech-laughs are instances of co-occurrence of laughter and
speech. The phenomenon has not been clearly defined in the literature. Provine
reports laughter occurring mostly at the extremities of a sentences [37], while
Nowkah et al. [34] report that up to 50% of conversational laughter is pro-
duced simultaneously with speech. Kohler notes the occurrence of speech - smiled
speech - speech-laugh - laughter and vice versa sequencing in amusing situations
in a small-scale study and mentions the need for further investigations [25].
Trouvain proposes an acoustic account of speech-laughs and describes types of
speech-laughs found in the analyzed data. He mentions the intervention of breath
bursts during speech and notes the presence of “tremor” in voiced segments. He
also investigates whether speech-laughs and smiled speech can be placed on a
continuum of amused expression, while commenting that the variety of functions
possible for laughter and the individuality of laughter among subjects would lead
to significant variation in the forms of speech-laugh encountered [43]. This intro-
duces another important aspect to be considered in relation to amused speech:
the continuity between smiled speech and laughter. Are these nothing more
than different levels of amusement expressions? Can intensity levels of amuse-
ment be mapped to combinations of amused speech components detected or
not in an utterance? No clear answer has been given concerning this aspect of
amused speech, although Trouvain rejected the hypothesis of a smile-laughter
continuum [43]. Dumpala et al. found that f0 was higher in laughter than in
speech-laughs and higher in speech-laughs than in neutral speech [9].

There has been very little work on synthesis and recognition of speech-laughs
and smiled speech. Dumpala et al. [9] present a speech-laugh/laughter discrim-
ination system. Oh and Wang [35] tried real-time modulation of neutral speech
to make it closer to speech-laughs, based on the variation of characteristics such
as pitch, rhythm and tempo. However, no evaluation of the naturalness of that
approach has been reported.

The AmuS database contains amused smiled speech, different types of
speech-laughs and also laughs. We hope that the collection will thus reflect
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the fact that laughter can interrupt or intermingle with speech [25,34,43], or
happen at the extremities of sentences [37]. Several laughter databases can be
found related to isolated laughter [10], but we know of no speech-laugh data-
base suitable for machine learning-based work or analysis. AmuS will facil-
itate research into the use of these components in amused speech and their
relation with amused speech arousal/intensity, and also into the smile-laughter
continuum.

3 Database

The AmuS database contains recordings of acted smiled speech and correspond-
ing neutral utterances from three different speakers in two different languages,
English and French. For some speakers, spread-lips speech was also recorded. It
also contains, for some speakers, speech-laughs and laughter data. The speech-
laughs were semi-acted since they were collected during the smiled speech record-
ings but without the speakers being explicitly asked to utter them. The laughs
were spontaneously expressed since they were elicited with appropriate stimuli.
The data were recorded in quiet rooms and resampled to 16 kHz for uniformity.
A more detailed description is given below and the data are summarized in
Table 1.

Smiled Speech: To provide comparative neutral and smiled speech, speakers
were asked to read the same sentences neutrally (not expressing any particular
emotion) and while sounding amused but without laughing. Two readers were
also asked to read the same utterances while spreading their lips without trying
to sound happy or amused. This was done to obtain a set of the same sentences
read in different speech styles for comparison. Noisy (saturated, or containing
artifacts) or wrongly pronounced data were removed from the dataset. The final
dataset is shown in the “Speech Styles” columns of Table 1. Voices from two males
(M) and one female (F) were collected. SpkA and SpkB are French native speak-
ers while SpkC is a British English native speaker. The sentences used to record
SpkA were phonetically balanced. The other French data were recorded using a
subset of these sentences. For English, a subset of the CMU Arctic Speech Data-
base [26] was used. All utterances were then force-aligned with their phonetic
transcriptions using the HMM ToolKit (HTK) software [44]. The transcriptions
were stored in label files in the HTK label format. SpkC’s annotations were also
manually checked. The amount of data available, to the best of our knowledge,
is comparable (SpkB and SpkC) and in some cases superior (SpkA) to currently
available databases.

Speech-Laughs: To represent the effect of laughter altering speech and thus
creating speech-laughs, we collected different types of speech-laughs from SpkA
and SpkC. The speech-laughs were collected from the smiled speech recordings
where actors produced them intuitively when trying to sound amused. In total
161 speech-laughs were collected from SpkA and SpkC. These were divided into
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two groups based on how they were produced. The first group contains tremor-
like sounds happening in vowels only. These were previously investigated by us
and will be referred to as chuckling (or shaking) vowels [21]. The second type
contains bursts of air appearing usually at the end of a syllable or between a
consonant and a vowel. A total of 109 and 52 instances were collected from the
first and second type respectively.

Laughs were collected from SpkB. Since these laughs are to be used in sen-
tences, we needed them to occur during an utterance. So, SpkB was asked to
sustain a vowel while watching funny videos. He eventually laughed while pro-
nouncing a vowel. A total of 148 laughs were recorded. These types of laughs
proved to be efficient to produce synthesized amused speech [13]. The perceived
arousal level or affective intensity of these laughs were then annotated in an on-
line experiment. Annotators were presented with 35 randomly picked laughs and
asked to rate how amused the laughs sounded, on a scale from 0 to 4 (0 begin
not amused and 4 being very amused). The annotators were free to logout at
any time. A total of 22 annotators took part in this experiment and each laugh
was annotated on average 5.08 times.

Table 1. AmuS database content description. The numbers represent the number
of utterance collected. M = Male, F = Female, Lang= Language, SL = Speech-laughs,
L= laughs, * = these are the same data since the laughs came from the same speaker.

Speakers Speech styles Lang SL L

N Sm Sp

SpkA (M) 1085 1085 - Fr 48 -

SpkB-Fr (M) 249 199 199 Fr - 148*

SpkB-Eng (M) 180 213 - Eng - 148*

SpkC (F) 170 84 152 Eng 113 -

4 Acoustic Analysis

In this section, we present data analysis on the acoustic effects of smiling on
speech, comparing neutral speech vowels to amused smiled and spread-lips speech
vowels. We considered 15 and 16 vowels from French and English respectively.

The f0 and first three formants (F1, F2 and F3) were calculated for each
sentence in each of the three speech styles using a sliding Hamming window
of 25 ms length, shifted by 10 ms using the Snack library [39]. F2-F1 and F3-
F2 were also calculated for each vowel. Pairs were formed of the same sentences
from amused smiled and neutral speech. Since the durations of two corresponding
sentences in a pair were different, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was applied at
the phoneme level to align each of the extracted parameters. Values for neutral
speech were subtracted from those for amused smiled speech. The mean values
of all the differences obtained were then calculated. The same method was then
applied between the spread-lips and neutral speech styles. Table 2 shows the
results of these mean differences. These are expressed in percentage of variation
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with respect to the neutral speech values (e.g. 5% represents an increase of 5% of
the neutral speech value, −5% a decrease). This table shows the mean percentage
obtained as well as the mean standard deviation.

Table 2. Mean difference of the acoustic parameters extracted between the neutral
and the other two styles. These are expressed in % of variation with respect to the
neutral speech, e.g. 56% ± 20% shows and increase of 56% of and from the neutral
speech values on average with 20% standard deviation.

Speakers Amused smiled - neutral Spread-lips - neutral

SpkA SpkB-Fr SpkB-Eng SpkC SpkB-Fr SpkC

F0 56%± 20% 8%± 16% 48%± 21% 16%± 18% 4%± 15% 14%± 13%

F1 13%± 13% −6%± 14% −2%± 15% 2%± 10% 3%± 10% 3%± 14%

F2 −1%± 9% −2%± 12% −5%± 9% 0.6%± 7% 2%± 6% 11%± 11%

F3 −0.2%± 10% −5%± 9% −2%± 9% −1%± 5% −2%± 6% 1%± 8%

F2 - F1 −4%± 15% 7%± 17% −2%± 15% 1%± 11% 3%± 11% 16%± 16%

F3 - F2 11%± 26% −4%± 23% 13%± 27% −3%± 20% −6%± 20% −7%± 23%

A 95% confidence interval paired Student’s t-test was used to study the
statistical significance of the results in Table 2. The mean value was calculated
for each of the acoustic parameters and for all the vowels for each sentence. The
set of values obtained for amused smiled and for the spread-lips styles were each
compared to the neutral style for each speaker. All proved to be significantly
different except for the spread-lips vs neutral F3 values of SpkB-Fr.

As can be seen from Table 2, f0 increased in all cases, congruently with pre-
vious studies. Instead, no common pattern could be noticed in the formants
even for the same speaker in two different languages (SpkB-Fr and SpkB-Eng),
although F3 seems to be decreasing in all cases. Regarding the spread lips,
instead, the pattern observed is more consistent between speakers (all changing
in the same way except for F3). Thus, amused smiles affect speech in different
ways with different vocal tract modifications. Since these are read sentences, fur-
ther perceptual studies should be made to compare the naturalness and amuse-
ment perceived. This might help to understand the acoustic variations better.

5 Perception Test

A perception test was carried out in order to compare the level of perceived
amusement from neutral (N), smiled speech (Sm) and speech-laughs (Sl). For
this, we used sentences from SpkA and SpkC. 16 sentences were randomly
selected from SpkA, of which 6 were the same sentences for all three speech
styles, while the remaining 10 were chosen randomly. From SpkC, 15 sentences
were randomly picked from each speech style, since unfortunately no identical
sentences could be found in the smiled and speech-laugh styles. The sentences
were then paired so that each style could be compared to the other two (N vs.
Sm, Sm vs. Sl and N vs. Sl). Except for the 6 same sentences from SpkA, all the
others were randomly paired.
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These sentences were then presented to 20 on-line raters as a Comparative
Mean Opinion Score (CMOS) test. Each rater was given thirty pairs of sentences
chosen randomly and asked to rate which one sounded more amused. The raters
were given seven possible choices each time: three on the right in favor of the
utterance on the right, three on the left in favor of the utterance on the left and
one in the middle, representing neutrality (i.e., both audio utterances sound the
same). Each choice was mapped to an integer ranging from −3 to +3. The scores
were as follows: 0.130 in favor of Sl when compared to Sm, 0.92 for Sm when
compared to N and 1.135 in favor of Sl when compared to N.

Thus, Sl sentences were perceived as more amused than both Sm and N,
and Sm more amused than N. Although the scores obtained in favor of Sl when
compared to Sm are not very high, this result suggests that containing the tremor
and/or air outburst in speech is more likely to increase the amusement intensity
level perception.

6 Synthesis Evaluation

The smiled and neutral speech from all voices were also used to train Hidden
Markov Model (HMM)-based speech synthesis systems [45] to generate a smiled
amused voice and a neutral voice for each speaker. The systems obtained from
SpkA and SpkB-Fr were previously trained and evaluated in [11] and [12], respec-
tively. The systems from SpkC and SpkB-Eng were trained and evaluated for
the purpose of this study.

HMMs were trained for each of the smiled and neutral speech styles and for
each speaker and language separately. Their topology was identical in each case
and consisted of 5 states left-to-right HMMs with no skip. Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) were used to model the observation probabilities for each state.
These were single multivariate Gaussian distributions with diagonal covariance
matrices since a unique voice was being modeled in each case. The features used
for training were the Mel Generalized Cepstral Coefficients (order 35, α = 0.35
and γ = 0) and the f0, along with their derivatives and double derivatives.
The features were extracted using a 25 ms wide window shifted by 5 ms, using
the Snack library. Except for SpkA, for which two HMM models were created
independently for each of the smiled and neutral voices, all the other models
were built using adaptation via the CMLLR algorithm [7], since SpkB-Fr, SpkB-
Eng and SpkC have fewer samples. For adaptation, a large dataset was used as a
source on which to adapt a smaller dataset, the target. Thus, for the French voice,
the neutral data of SpkA were used to build the source model and the SpkB-
Fr neutral and smiled targets. For the English voice, the RMS and SLT voices
from the CMU Arctic Speech Database were used as source data respectively to
target SpkB-Eng and SpkC (for both neutral and smiled). The implementation
was done using the HTS toolkit [45].

Synthesized smiled and neutral sentences were used for a comparison study
on an amusement level scale for each of the three voices. The same sentences were
synthesized in the neutral and smiling conditions for each speaker and paired for
a CMOS on-line evaluation. Participants were asked the same question as in the
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CMOS of Sect. 5, and in all cases the synthesized smiled sentences generated were
perceived as more amused than the neutral ones, indicating that this database
is suitable to train a parametric speech synthesizer such as an HMM-based one
(0.24 in favor of the synthesized amused smiled sentences).

7 Conclusion

In this article we presented an amused speech database containing different
amused speech components which can be grouped into the broad categories of
smiling and laughter. We also reviewed a state-of-the-art for the acoustic stud-
ies relative to smiled speech and previous literature concerning speech-laughs.
Our database was also used for acoustic studies and well as synthesis and per-
ceptual evaluations. Perception tests suggest that the presence of “low level”
laughs occurring in amused speech, known as speech-laughs, may increase the
perception of amusement of the utterance. In the future we plan on improving
this database by adding naturalistic non-acted amusement expressions, which
could be used for research purposes such as affective voice conversion or speech
synthesis.
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